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ABSTRACT 
A simplified form of a sorting machine devised by Armstrong and Rem is defined in this note, 
and it is shown that it sorts every input sequence. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Some years ago Ph.N. Armstrong devised a sorting memory with a remark- 
able feature: immediately after the last entry of a sequence of numbers has been 
read into the machine, the numbers come out again, but now sorted in non- 
decreasing order. The design was modified by M. Rem [I]. 
In order to establish that this machine functions correctly, we shall define a 
simplified version in section 3 of this note, and we shall show that it sorts 
properly. 
Such a proof had not yet been given by Armstrong and Rem. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let W be a linearly ordered set, and n an integer > 1. Let M( W, 3n) be the set 
of all mappings of (1, . . . . 3n) into W, or in other words, the set of all arrays 
(cr(lh a**, a(3n)) with all a(i)e W. If i, j are integers, 1 si<js3n, then the 
miniswap Si is the operation that has on any array o EM( W, n) the effect that 
the entries a(i), a(i+ 1) become sorted, i.e. if a(i) > a(i+ 1) they are inter- 
changed. (For more details about swaps see [2]). We shall also consider the 
operation Ei that exchanges the entries a(i), a(i+ 1) irrespective of whether 
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a(i)>a(i+ 1) or not. We shall consider a fixed permutation p of the set 
(2n+ 1, . . . . 3n - l), and we form the product 
(2-l) ~=$@n+l)~p(2n+2) *a- Q3n-1) 
(with the terminology of [2] this is a composite miniswap operator). 
3. A SIMPLE SORTING MACHINE 
In this section we describe a machine that does about the same thing as one of 
the machines of Armstrong and Rem. 
We want to sort a sequence of n elements taken from a linearly ordered set 
W. This set has minimal element m and maximal element M. 
In the machine there is an n-place array, called the interior, and to the left of 
it we have an input queue and an output queue (see fig. 1). During the execution 
the interior always contains n elements, but the input queue starts with 2n and 
ends with 0 elements, the output queue starts with 0 elements and ends with 2n. 
The entries of the interior are numbered from left to right by indices 
2n+ 1, . . ..3n. 
. 
/ 
interior 
Fig. 1. Fig. 2. 
The program of the machine consists of 2n - 1 executions of (A; B), followed 
by a single application of A. As usually, (A; B) means the execution of first A, 
then B; note that the notation for the product of operators is written in just the 
opposite order. 
The instruction A is as suggested by fig. 2: shift the output queue one place to 
the left, move the leftmost entry of the interior to the open place at the right of 
the output queue, shift the rightmost entry of the input queue to the now open 
place in the interior, and finally shift the remainder of the input queue one place 
to the right. 
B is the effect of the operation V (see (2.1)) which alters the interior only 
(indices 2n+ 1, . . . . 3n). Therefore the way the machine works depends on the 
selection of the permutation p. 
At the start the input queue consists of 2n entries: n M’s followed by 
a(n+ I), . . . . a(2n). The interior contains n m’s, the output queue is empty. At 
the end the input queue is empty, the output queue consists of n m’s followed 
by the a(n+ l), . . . . o(2n), but now rearranged in non-decreasing order. 
In fig. 3 we give an example of how the machine works with n = 3 by showing 
the 2n + 1 states of the machine. The items to be sorted are 7, 2, 4; m and M 
satisfy m 52, Mr7. For p we have chosen the identity: p(1) = 1, p(2) = 2, 
whence Y= S,Ss. 
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In fig. 3 we show on the right how to each state of the machine an array of 
length 3n is assigned: it is the output queue followed by the input queue 
followed by the interior. 
M M M 7 2 41 m m ml 
M M M 7 21 4 m ml 
ml 
M M M 7 21 m 4 ml 
ml 
M M M 71 2 4 ml 
mm 
MMM71 m24 
m ml 
MMM 2 7 41 
mmm 
MM M 7 4] 
mmm2 
M MI 4 M 71 
m m m 21 
MI M M 71 
mmm241 
MI 7 M MI 
m m m 2 41 
1 M M MI 
mmm247 
4. A REPLACEMENT PRINCIPLE 
MMM724mmm 
mMMM724mm 
mMMM72m4m 
mmMMM724m 
mmMMM7m24 
mmmMMM724 
mmmMMM274 
mmm2MMM74 
mmm2MM4M7 
mmm24MMM7 
mmm24M7MM 
mmm247MMM 
Fig. 3. 
As a preparation to the proof of section 5 we formulate a simple principle 
about the composition of operations. 
Let D be any set, and let Qr, . . . . a,,, .Z’r, . . . . .Z,, be mappings of D into itself. 
Let E be a non-empty subset of D, and assume that for every i (1 I i 5 n) and 
every a~ E we have 
(4.1) ZiQi+l em* QNa=Qif2j+l . . . f&a. 
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Then we have 
(4.2) Zl . . . Z,,rc~=i2~ . . . &,,a 
for all a E E, and this is easily shown by induction. 
In the application we have in mind the Q’s are miniswaps, and the Zi’s are 
either the Q’s themselves or they are the corresponding interchange operators 
(we say that Ej corresponds to Si) And in cases where (4.1) has to be checked we 
have to verify that the swap Qi is always active, i.e. that in every execution of 
the sequence of operators it really has to interchange the entries it operates on, 
as long as the initial a has been chosen from the set E. 
5. PROOF THAT THE MACHINE OF SECTION 3 SORTS PROPERLY 
We have to show that the execution of the machine’s program ends with the 
a’s in non-decreasing order in the output queue. We shall prove this by studying 
the arrays of length 3n to be attached to each state of the machine, consisting of 
output queue, followed by input queue, followed by the interior. 
The operation B can still be explained as carrying out the operator Vof (2.1) 
on the array of length 3n. The description of the operation A varies with time. 
Its i-th application has the effect that the entry in position 2n + 1 goes to i, and 
that the entries originally in positions i through 2n shift one place to the right. 
So the application of B can be described as a product Li of interchange 
operations: 
(5.1) Li=EiEi+l a.. Ez,a 
With this terminology our claim that the machine sorts correctly can be ex- 
pressed as follows. Let H( W, 3n) be the set of all arrays (a(l), . . . , a(3n)), where 
the first n entries are A4 and the last n entries are m. Then for every a E H( W, n) 
the array 
(5.2) L2”VL&l v... LzVL,cY 
is sorted in non-increasing order. The claim is illustrated in fig. 3 by the 
transition from the top line on the right to the bottom line on the right. 
If in Li we replace each Ek by the corresponding Sk, we get 
Ki=SiSi+, . . . S,,. 
In [2] it was proved that 
(5.3) Kzn VK2, - 1 V.. . Kz VK, 
sorts every a E M( W, 3n), so in particular every aE H( W, 3n). 
We now appeal to the principle of section 4. We note that in the application 
of (5.3) to any a~ H( W, 3n) (this H( W, 3n) is playing the role of the set E of 
section 4) all the miniswaps involved in the Ki’s are active. This can be observed 
because we know that the input queue initially starts with M, . . . , M and that the 
output queue starts with m, . . . , m in the final situation (since we know from [2] 
that (5.3) sorts every a E H( W, 3n)). Therefore we argue that Ki has as its effect 
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that either an m jumps over a sequence of elements which are all >rn (this 
happens if 1 sisn), or that some element jumps over a sequence of M’s. In 
both cases all swaps that are involved in the jump are active. 
Since all the swaps we are replacing by interchanges were active in all execu- 
tions with initial a E H( IV, 3n), we conclude by the principle of section 4 that 
(5.2) sorts every ~EH( W, 3n). This finishes the proof that the machine of 
section 2 sorts properly. 
6. A MODIFICATION 
We consider a slight modification of the machine of section 3. We replace the 
operation A of section 3 by the following operation A *, described in two steps. 
First carry out a swap between the rightmost entry of the input queue and the 
leftmost entry of the interior. Then shift the output queue one place to the left, 
put the rightmost entry of the input queue on the open place on the right of the 
output queue, and finally shift the input queue one place to the right. 
Applied to situations where the leftmost entry of the interior is I the 
rightmost entry of the input queue there is obviously no difference between A 
and A *. And under the initial conditions of section 3 this will be always the case 
indeed. 
In order to prove this we have to replace (5.1) by 
and the argument given at the end of section 5 can be applied again. It results 
that this modified machine sorts properly too. 
7. FINAL REMARK 
The machine of section 6 is a simplified form of the Armstrong-Rem machine 
described in [l]. The Armstrong-Rem machine itself processes bit strings which 
run through the machine in an intricate way, and comparisons are made bit by 
bit only. How this bit string processing machine is related to the idealized 
machine of section 3 will be explained in a more general setting in a forthcoming 
paper [41. 
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